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1. INTRODUCTION
w xStein 12 defined the generalization of the Marcinkiewicz integrals by
1r2
‘ dt2
m f x s F x , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HV t 3ž /t0
where
V x y yŽ .
F x s f y dy ,Ž . Ž .Ht ny1< << < x y yxyy Ft
V is a homogeneous function of degree zero satisfying whose mean on
ny1 n w x w xS sphere of R is zero. It is very useful in harmonic analysis 13 , 14 .
w x Ž ny1. Ž .Also Stein 12 proved that if V g Lip S 0 - a F 1 , thena
5 5m f F C f , 1 - p F 2, 1.2Ž . Ž .ppV p
C
n 5 5x : x g R , m f x ) l F f . 1.3 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1V l
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w xThe problem most immediately suggested by Marcinkiewicz 9 , who
p Ž . Ž .conjectured the L -boundedness of 1.1 for n s 1 and for V t s sign t,
w xuntil Zygmund 16 proved that the conjecture holds for 1 - p - ‘, has
w xbeen extensively studied, beginning with the 1958 article of Stein 12 .
w x 1Ž n  4.Benedek, Calderon and Panzone 1 proved that if V g C R _ 0 is a
Ž X. Xny 1homogeneous function of degree zero satisfying H V x dx s 0, then,S
Ž . pŽ n.m f is bounded on L R for 1 - p - ‘. Torchinsky and Wang consid-V
p Ž .ered the weighted L -boundedness of m f , and showed that if V gV
Ž ny1. Ž . Ž . pŽ n.Lip S 0 - a F 1 and m f is bounded on L R 1 - p - ‘,a V
Ž . pŽ . w x Ž .then for v g A , m f is bounded on L v 15 . Further results on 1.1p V
w x w xwere obtained when V satisfies some smoothness conditions 1 , 12 and
w x15 .
On the other hand, the L p-boundedness for singular operator T on
product domain R n = R m, defined by
V x y u , y y ¤Ž .
Tf x , y s p.v. f u , ¤ du d¤ ,Ž . Ž .HH n m
n m < < < <x y u y y ¤R =R
has been discussed for V in different function spaces on Sny1 = Smy 1.
w x pŽ nFor example, Fefferman 7 proved that T is bounded operator on L R
m. w x= R if V satisfies some regularity condition. Duoandikoetxea 5 proved
pŽ n m.the L R = R -boundedness of T with some size conditions on V
w x pŽ ninstead of regularity conditions. Jiang and Lu 8 proved the L R =
m.R -boundedness of T with rough kernels by block decomposition method
ny1 my1 w xon S = S . Ding 4 proved that on product domains the
2Ž n m.Marcinkiewicz integral is bounded on L R = R if V lies in the atomic
1Ž ny1 my1.Hardy space H S = S with the following definition:a
1r2
‘ ‘ dt ds2
m f x , y s F x , y , 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HV t , s 3 3ž /t s0 0
where
V x y u , y y ¤Ž .
F x , y s f u , ¤ du d¤ .Ž . Ž .HHt , s ny1 my1< <xyu Ft < < < <x y u y y ¤
< <yy¤ Fs
In handling Marcinkiewicz integrals even singular integrals, so far, many
authors have focused on the cancellation of the kernel itself until
w xDuoandikoetxea's paper 5 appeared. Recently, with a size restriction on
w xkernels instead of Ding's conditions, Rim 11 showed that the Marcin-
Ž . 2Ž n m.kiewicz integral 1.4 is bounded on L R = R for n, m G 3.
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In this paper, without smoothness conditions on V supported in a
compact set, instead, we will prove that dimension G 3, 1.1 is bounded on
pŽ n. Ž . Ž .L R 1 - p F 2 and it is of weak-type 1, 1 :
‘Ž ny1.1.1. MAIN THEOREM. Let H g L S be a homogeneous function of
Ž X. Xny 1positi¤e degree F n y 1 satisfying H H x dx s 0, and let f be a charac-S
Ž . Ž .teristic function on a compact set. Then for V s Hf, 1.2 and 1.3 hold for
n G 3.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The following covering lemma is basic to the real-variable technique
that follows. It is a generalization of a well-known lemma of F. Riesz in
one dimension. The n-dimensional form that follows is due to CalderonÂ
w xand Zygmund. Stein 12, Lemma 1 has restated their lemma differently,
combining statement found in the proof of several of their lemmas. The
w xrelevant material is found in 3, pp. 1]94 .
1Ž n.2.1. COVERING LEMMA. Let f G 0, and suppose f g L R . For s ) 0,
there exists an open set E and a decomposition, f s g q h with the proper-s
ties:
Ž .a There exists a constant C, independent of s and f , such that
C
< <E F f x dx.Ž .Hs
ns R
Ž .b The set E is the union of disjoint open cubes I , k s 1, 2, . . . .s k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c For x f E , h x s f x and 0 F h x F s.s
Ž . < Ž . < nd For x g E , h x F 2 s.s
Ž . Ž .e For x f E , g x s 0.s
Ž . Ž . Ž .f For each k in b , H g x dx s 0.Ik
As the well-known consequence of Covering Lemma let us note that
2 2 2
h x dx s h x dx q h x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H
n nR R _ E Es s
2 n 2 < <F s h x dx q 2 s EŽ .H S
nR _ Es
F 1 q 22 n s f x dx.Ž . Ž .H
nR
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2Ž n.Thus h g L R , and
2
h x dx F Cs f x dx. 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
n nR R
Similarly,
g x dx s g x dxŽ . Ž .H H
nR Es
F f x dx q h x dxŽ . Ž .H H
E Es s
n < <F f x dx q 2 s EŽ .H s
nR
F 1 q 2 n f x dx.Ž . Ž .H
nR
1Ž n.Thus g g L R , and
g x dx F C f x dx. 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
n nR R
w xThe following lemma is related to the previous. For a proof, see 14 .
2.2. MAXIMAL THEOREM. For a suitable functions f , define the well-known
maximal function
1
Mf x s sup f x y y dy.Ž . Ž .Hnt < <y Ftt)0
pŽ n.Then for 1 - p F ‘, Mf is bounded on L R , and for p s 1, Mf is of
Ž .weak-type 1, 1 , i.e., there exists a constant C, independent of s and f , such
that for s ) 0
C
Mf x ) s F f x dx. 4Ž . Ž .H
ns R
w x w xNagel and Stein 10 , 14, pp. 65]69 had a generalization of the maximal
theorem for arbitrary collections of balls in 1984.
Ž . Ž .Let X, m and Y, n be measure spaces, where m and n are positive
s-finite measure, and let T be a sublinear operator defined on a suitable
linear space of functions f on X such that Tf is a measurable functions on
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Y. We let C and C be the smallest constants such that the inequalitiesr ‘
Cr r< < 4n Tf ) s F f dm ,Hrs X
5 5 5 5Tf F C f‘ ‘‘
1Ž .hold whenever f g L X, m , 1 F r - ‘, and 0 - s - ‘.
2.3 MARCINKIEWICZ INTERPOLATION THEOREM. If 1 - p - r F ‘, then
there exists a finite constant K such that
< < p < < pTf dn s K p , C , C f dm ,Ž .H H1 r
Y X
pŽ n.where f g L R .
3. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM
We begin with showing the L2-boundedness of m f. We will deal withV
the constants C that are not necessarily the same at each occurrence. We
will often indicate variables, in the subscript, on which C depends. How-
ever, C will be always independent of particular measures or functions
under consideration.
‘Ž ny1.3.1. THEOREM. Let H g L S be a homogeneous function of a
Ž X. Xny 1positi¤e degree F n y 1 satisfying H H x dx s 0, and let f be a charac-S
teristic function on a compact set. Then for V s Hf, m f is bounded onV
2Ž n.L R for n G 3.
Proof. Suppose H is a homogeneous function of degree 0 - b - n y 1.
Without loss of generality, we assume f is a characteristic function
< < 2Ž n.supported in x F 1. Let f g L R . By Fubini's theorem
‘ dt2 2
m f x dx s F x dx . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H HV t 3n n tR 0 R
By Plancherel's theorem
22 ÃF x dx s F j djŽ . Ž .H Ht t
n nR R
2
V xŽ .2 yi x?jÃs f j e dx dj . 3.2Ž . Ž .H H ny1n < << < xR x Ft
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Put
V xŽ . yi x?jg j s e dx.Ž . Ht ny1< << < xx Ft
Ž .Now we shall make the following estimates on g j : There exists at
constant C such that for 0 - a F 1, 0 F b F b
aaq1sb < <g j F Ct j , 3.3Ž . Ž .t
C
g j F . 3.4Ž . Ž .t < <j
From the homogeneity of H, we get
V xŽ .
dx s 0.H ny1< << < xx Ft
So,
V uŽ . yi u?jg j s e y 1 du.Ž . Ž .Ht ny1< << < uu Ft
<By the homogeneity and the compactness of V, and the identity, cos u y
< 2Ž .1 s 2 sin ur2 , for 0 - a F 1, 0 F b F b
t aaqb
‘ ny15 5 < <g j F H r j drŽ . L ŽS .Ht
0
5 5 ‘ ny1H L ŽS . aaqbq1 < <F t j .
a q b q 1
In polar coordinates,
t XX Xyi r x ?j bg j s C H x e r f r dr dx .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Ht
ny1S 0
First let us assume t F 1. Then by integration by parts
Xt yi r x ?j be r f r drŽ .H
0
Xt yi r x ?j bs e r drH
0
bt b X Xt yi r < j <cosŽ x , j . by1F q e r drHX X X X< < < <j cos x , j j cos x , jŽ . Ž . 0
2
F .X X< <j cos x , jŽ .
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Ž X X. X Xwhere cos x , j is the angle between two vectors x and j . Now we
assume t ) 1. Then
Xt yi r x ?j be r f r drŽ .H
0
X1 yi r x ?j bs e r drH
0
1 b X X1 yi r < j <cosŽ x , j . by1F q e r drHX X X X< < < <j cos x , j j cos x , jŽ . Ž . 0
2
F .X X< <j cos x , jŽ .
Ž < Ž X X. <. X Ž .ny 1Since H 1rcos x , j dx is uniformly bounded for n G 3, 3.4 holds.S
Ž .By 3.2 and by Fubini's theorem
‘ dt22 2Ãm f x dx s f j g j djŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H HV t 3n n tR 0 R
‘ dt2 2Ãs f j g j dj .Ž . Ž .H H t 3n tR 0
It suffices to prove that there exists a constant C, independent of j so that
‘ dt2
g j - C.Ž .H t 3t0
w . w .For each j , decompose 0, ‘ = 0, ‘ by
‘dt dty1< <j g j q g j s I q II , say.Ž . Ž .H Ht t3 3y1t t< <0 j
Ž . Ž .By 3.3 with a s b s 1 and b s 0, and by 3.4 easily we have I, II F C
for an absolute constant C. Thus, the proof is complete.
Now we prove the main theorem with introducing an easy lemma.
3.2. LEMMA. For a ) 0 there exists a constant C such thata
1 f x y yŽ .
sup dy F C Mf x .Ž .H nya aa < <t y< <y Ftt)0
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Proof. There is nothing to prove when a s n. Suppose a - n. Then
f x y y f x y yŽ . Ž .
F dyH Hnya nya< < < <y y< < < <y Ft y Ft
‘ f x y yŽ .
F dyÝ H nyayky1 yk < <y< <2 t- y F2 tks0
‘
Žkq1.Žnya . ynqaF 2 t f x y y dyŽ .Ý H
yk< <y F2 tks0
‘
nya a ya kF 2 t 2 Mf xŽ .Ý
ks0
F 2 nyar 2 a y 1 t aMf x .Ž . Ž .
Next for a ) n the proof is very similar to the above. So we omit.
Using the Marcinkiewicz Interpolation Theorem 2.3, we shall prove the
main theorem. If we combine the interpolation theorem with Theorem 3.1,
the following theorem implies the main theorem:
‘Ž ny1.3.3. THEOREM. Let H g L S be a homogeneous function of positi¤e
Ž X. Xny 1degree F n y 1 satisfying H H x dx s 0, and let f be a a characteristicS
function which has a compact support. Then for V s Hf, m f is of weak-typeV
Ž .1, 1 for n G 2, i.e., for s ) 0, there exists a constant C, independent of s and
f , such that
C
5 5m f x ) s - f , 4Ž . Ž . 1V s
1Ž n.where f g L R .
Proof. Suppose H is a homogeneous function of degree 0 - b - n y 1.
Without loss of generality, we assume that f is a characteristic function
< <supported in x F 1. By observation, it suffices to prove the theorem only
for positive functions. Thus we may assume f G 0. For s ) 0, by Covering
Lemma 2.1 we decompose f into g q h and we will use the notations in
the Covering Lemma. Let
V y V yŽ . Ž .




‘ ‘G x H xŽ . Ž .t t
m x s dt , m x s dt .Ž . Ž .H H1 23 3ž / ž /t t0 0
Then by Minkowski's inequality,
m f x F m x q m x . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V 1 2
Define
g s s m f x ) s , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .V
g s s m x ) s , 4Ž . Ž .1 1
g s s m x ) s . 4Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then by 3.5 , g s F g sr2 q g sr2 . Thus it will be sufficient to show1 2
that for i s 1, 2,
C
g s F f x dx. 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi
ns R
2Ž n.For i s 2, since h g L R , we may apply Lemma 3. 1, and then the
result is
2 2
m x dx F C h x dx.Ž . Ž .H H2
n nR R
Ž .By 2.1
2 Xm x dx F C s f x dx.Ž . Ž .H H2
n nR R
Now
2 X2s g s F m x dx F C s f x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .H H2 2
n nR R
Ž .Thus 3.6 holds for i s 2.
Ž .For i s 1 we will prove 3.6 . Let d be the largest diagonal length of Ik k
and let x be the center of I . Without loss of generality we may assumek k
d - 1 for all k. Let B be the open ball whose center is x , and whosek k k
diameter is 2 d . Then we note that there is a constant A such thatk
< < < < ‘ < < ‘ < <B F A I for all k. We write F s D B . Since E s Ý I Fk k s ks1 k s ks1 k
Ž .nCrsH f x dx, we getR
‘ ‘ AC
< < < < < <F F B F A I F f x dx. 3.7Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Hs k k
ns Rks1 ks1
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Ž . c < <We define d x, I s the distance of x from I for x g F . Then x y xk k s k
Ž . c Ž < < Ž .F 2 d x, I for x g F and for all k since x y x F d x, I q d r2 Fk s k k k
Ž .. c2 d x, I . We fix x g F . Thenk s
2
‘ H x y y f x y y dtŽ . Ž .
2m x s g y dyŽ . Ž .H H1 ny1 3< < t< < x y y0 xyy Ft
‘ H x y y f x y yŽ . Ž .1
F g y dyŽ .ÝH H ny1< < < < 4 x y y0 I l xyy Ftkks1
H x y y f x y y dtŽ . Ž .
= g y dy .Ž .H ny1 3< < t< < x y yxyy Ft
By Lemma 3.2 and by the homogeneity of H, the above is less than
‘ f x y y dtŽ .12
‘ ny15 5H g y dy Mg x .Ž . Ž .ÝL ŽS . H H ny1yb 2< < t < < 4 x y y0 I l xyy Ftkks1
Ž . < <  < < 4Since d x, I F x y y for y g I l y y F t , we havek k
‘ 112m x F CŽ . Ý H1 H ny1yb
0 d x , IŽ .ks1 k
dt
= f x y y g y dy Mg x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2t < < 4I l xyy Ftk
5 5 2 ‘ ny1where C s H . Further, puttingL ŽS .H
‘ 1 dt1
m x s C f x y y g y dy ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H H0 H ny1yb 2t < < 40 I l xyy Ftd x , IŽ . kks1 k
we have
c 2 2 cx g F : m x ) s F x g F : m x ) s 4Ž . Ž . 4s 1 s 0
cq x g F : Mg x ) s . 3.8 4Ž . Ž .s
Ž .The second term of 3.8 is bounded by
C
Mg x ) s F g x dx 4Ž . Ž .H
ns R
CX
F f x dx ,Ž .H
ns R
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Ž .where two inequalities follows from Maximal Theorem 2.2 and 2.2 ,
respectively.
Ž . Ž .Now we estimate the first term of 3.8 : Since the set, t - d x, I andk
< <x y y F t, is empty, by direct calculation
‘ 1 dt1
m x F C f x y y g y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H H0 H ny1yb 2tŽ .d x , I Id x , IŽ .k kks1 k
‘ 1
F C f x y y g y dy.Ž . Ž .Ý HH nyb
Id x , IŽ . kks1 k
< < Ž .The fact, x y x F 2 d x, I yieldsk k
‘ 1
m x F C f x y y g y dy.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H0 H nyb< <x y x Ikks1 k
By the compactness of f
‘ 1
m x dx F C g y dy dxŽ . Ž .ÝH H H0 H nybc < << < x y xF 2 d F xyx F2 Is k k kks1 k
‘
X bF C 2 rb g y dyŽ .Ý HH
Ikks1
X bF C 2 rb g y dy by e of the Covering LemmaŽ . Ž .HH
nR
F CX f y dy by 2.2 .Ž . Ž .HH
nR
c Ž .For every U ; F satisfying m x ) s,s o




< <U F f x dx. 3.9Ž . Ž .H
ns R
 Ž . 4  c Ž . 4  4Since m x ) s s x g F : m x ) s j x g F : m ) s , the first set1 s 1 s 1
Ž .is estimated by 3.9 . On the other hand, the second set lies in F , and sos
Ž .by 3.7 we have desired inequality. Thus, the proof is complete.
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